
Messages in chronological order (times are shown in GMT -07:00) 

Teams chat between 

7’I3202’I 6’I8PM 

Please reach out to~- find out what the deal is - there is NO smoke on the cameras - 

6:I9 PM 

I’m on the phone with him now. 

6:21 PM 

Two-acres, holding with air attack. May not have ground resources on-scene yet. ~ and SIPT 
are at command post, ~ is PSS remote. 89.874789, -121.878288 (from~, courtesy of 
CAL FIRE air attack). 

6;22 PM 

Copy - ~ is asking for Epage ASAP - tons of officer level focus on this - Let’s see what we 
can pull together - I have already stated this is outside out process and we need to let them know 
that 

6;23 PM 

Working on it. 

6;29 PM 

Once we’re good there - we will certainly need to notify the switching center - this is certainly within 
the FERC boundary for that area as well...Even with no threat - they need to know due to 
compliance notifications for FERC 

6;39 PM 

Epage deployed. 

6:41 PM 

~ spoke to ~. Neither he nor~ is overly concerned at this point. 

6:41 PM 

Thanks- This is just one of those damned things- here’s the main issue I have- we have 81PT 
and PSS at the lOP- and NO ONE called us? 

6:41 PM 

~ will contact Hydro, GCC and DCC. 

6:41 PM 

That is my understanding. 

6:41 PM 

Thank you for the support - I honestly hate it when the officers inject themselves .... 
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6:42 PM 

Nous sommes d~accord (we are in agreement). 

6:49 PM 

Just talked to ~ He and ~ are "not concerned in the slightest." Helicopter working it, 
crews will have to be flown in due to rugged terrain but they are not worried. 

7/S4/202S 7:S8AM 

8hr and 24hr Sire has been uploaded for the Dixie 

7:23 AM 

Is it still going? 

7:24 AM 

So much for ~not concerned in the slightest"... 

7:25 AM 

Can’t wait to ask~about this one... 

7:25 AM 

Yes very active, PSS’s are attending the briefing at 0800, I have a epage ready to go if/when we 
make the shift to IR’s. Starting to work on draft IR 

7:25 AM 

Ill be heading to SRVCC in about 80-45 minutes 

8:09 AM 

Team - was Ell notified for Bucks Creek outage? 

8:10 AM 

Dixie fire 

8:I2 AM 

can you contact Ell regarding Dixie? Im going to crush the Tline call. 

8:12 AM 

I did not notify Ell 

8:13 AM 

On my way to SRVCC 

8:16 AM 

I will advise Ell. Info into tracker shortly. 

8:I6 AM 

Gracias amigo 
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8:25 AM 

Draft IR sent to ~ Waiting on information from ~ 

8:31 AM 

Ell notified. 

1:21 PM 

CPUC report draft ready for your review 
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